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We compute the masses of even spin glueball states JPC , with P = C = +1, using a twist two
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boundary conditions. Within this approach, we found that the glueball masses are comparable
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boundary conditions in agreement with experimental data available and other holographic models.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The AdS/CFT correspondence [1–4] relates a string theory defined on AdS5 × S5 space
with a Yang-Mills theory with gauge group SU(N) with large N in four dimensional
Minkowski space. This Yang-Mills theory is conformal and supersymmetric with extended
supersymmetry N = 4. At low energies, the string theory is represented by a supergravity
theory in the AdS5×S5 space-time, so this correspondence is also known as a gauge/gravity
duality. Furthermore, this duality is such that when the string/supergravity theory is weakly
coupled the super Yang Mills theory is strongly coupled. So, we can use this duality to in-
vestigate strongly coupled gauge theories in terms of a weakly coupled gravity theory. These
dualities can be interpreted as realizations of the holographic principle, since a theory in
higher dimensions with gravity is described as another theory in lower dimensions without
gravity [5, 6].
On the other side, SU(3) Yang-Mills gauge theory coupled to quark fields known as QCD
is the theory accepted to describe strong interactions. The quark and gluon interactions at
high energies are perturbative but at low energies they fall in the nonperturbative regime.
This regime is very important because it is related to difficult problems like quark and gluon
confinement, hadronization, phase transitions, etc. The standard approach to QCD in this
regime is to use some nonperturbative techniques as lattice field discretization, sum rules,
etc. The strong interactions at low energies are also described by different phenomenological
models.
The advent of AdS/CFT correspondence or gauge/gravity dualities motivated the propo-
sition of holographic models for QCD, known as AdS/QCD models. In these models some
properties of hadronic physics are reproduced. In particular, the conformal symmetry should
be broken in order to account for instance for hadronic masses. In this regard, the hardwall
model was proposed to describe glueballs in a five dimensional slice of AdS space with a hard
cutoff [7–10]. Soon after, it was extended to mesons and baryons [11]. As an alternative
to break conformal invariance the softwall model was proposed introducing a dilaton field
which behaves as a soft cutoff [12].
In this work, we are going to study the properties of even spin glueball masses in the
hardwall model and relate these masses with the corresponding Regge trajectory associated
with the pomeron. A previous study was done [13] considering twist four operators. Here,
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we are going to use twist two operators starting with the action of a massive symmetric
tensor representing a spin 2 field. From this action we obtain the equations of motion in
terms of a scalar field. Then we extend this formulation for higher spins. The importance of
the twist two operator in our formulation is that this twist is usually related to the pomeron
in accordance with [14].
This work is organized as follows: in Section II the Hardwall model is introduced, the twist
two operator is constructed, and we give a prescription to calculate the masses of glueball
states with Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. In Section III, we present a brief
discussion of the Regge theory, our results for the glueball masses and the Pomeron Regge
trajectories for both Dirichlet and Neumann cases. Finally, our conclusions are presented in
Section IV.
II. THE HARDWALL MODEL, TWIST TWO OPERATOR AND GLUEBALL
MASSES
The starting point in our calculation is the massive symmetric second-rank tensor field
action which will be related to the glueball state 2++. The D-dimensional action for a
massive spin-2 field in a curved spacetime consistent with the flat space limit is given by
[15, 16]:
S[hµν ] =
1
2κ2
∫
dDx
√
|g|
(1
4
∇µh∇µh− 1
4
∇µhνρ∇µhνρ − 1
2
∇µhµν∇νh
+
1
2
∇µhνρ∇ρhνµ + ξ
2D
Rhµνhµν + 1− 2ξ
4D
Rh2 − M
2
4
(hµνh
µν − h2)
)
, (1)
where h = gµνhµν is the trace, R is the Ricci scalar and ξ is the only dimensionless coupling
responsible for the nonminimality of interaction with the curved background. For AdSD,
the Ricci scalar is given by
R = −D(D − 1)
R2
. (2)
The action (1) is the most general form of the action for a massive spin 2 field in curved
spacetime of arbitrary dimension leading to consistent equations of motion plus constraints,
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which in turn are given by:
∇2hµν + 2Rαβµνhαβ −M2hµν = 0, (3)
hµµ = 0, (4)
∇µhµν = 0, (5)
where Rαβµν is the Riemann tensor. Eqs. (3), (4) and (5) took these simple forms because
we set ξ = 1 in (1). The theory is consistent for any value of ξ, the only change is that the
explicit form of constraints and dynamical equations of motion are more complicated than
that of (3), (4) and (5). Moreover, it is also possible to generalize the action (1) for the
case of spin 2 massive field interacting not only with the gravity background but also with
the scalar dilaton field. This field arises naturally in string theory as one of its massless
excitations [15, 16].
In our particular case, we are interested in the 5-dimensional version of (1) for AdS.
Setting D = 5, ξ = 1 and using (2) we have
S[hµν ] =
1
2κ2
∫
AdS5
d5x
√
|g|
(1
4
∇µh∇µh− 1
4
∇µhνρ∇µhνρ − 1
2
∇µhµν∇νh
+
1
2
∇µhνρ∇ρhνµ − 2
R2
hµνh
µν +
1
R2
h2 − 1
4
M25 (hµνh
µν − h2)
)
, (6)
where M5 is the five-dimensional mass.
The holographic model we adopted in this work is the hardwall model [7–10, 13, 17], in
which a hard cutoff is introduced in the AdS space in order to break conformal invariance.
The metric of AdS5 space can be written in the form
ds2 =
R2
z2
(dz2 + ηµνdx
µdxν) , (7)
where R is a constant identified with the AdS radius, ηµν has signature (−,+,+,+) and we
are disregarding the S5 part of the metric. The introduction of a cutoff in AdS space in this
model implies that
0 6 z 6 zmax, (8)
where zmax can be related to the QCD mass scale
zmax ∼ 1
ΛQCD
(9)
and some boundary conditions have to be imposed in z = zmax. In this work, we have used
Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions.
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Now, using the polarization given by eqs. (4) and (5) for the AdS5 space, the equation
of motion (3) is given by:[
z3∂z
1
z3
∂z +− (M5R)
2
z2
]
φ(z, ~x, t) = 0 , (10)
where we are disregarding the case of exotic polarizations [18]. Then, one can note that the
above equation coincides with the equation of motion for a scalar field. Using the ansatz
φ(z, ~x, t) = e−iPµx
µ
z2 f(z), (11)
we have the Bessel equation
z2f ′′(z) + zf ′(z) + [(mν,k z)2 − ν2]f(z) = 0, (12)
where
ν2 = (M5R)
2 + 4. (13)
So, the complete solution for φ(z, ~x, t) reads
φ(z, ~x, t) = Cν,k e
−iPµxµ z2 Jν(mν,k z) +Dν,k e−iPµx
µ
z2Nν(mν,k z), (14)
where Cν,k and Dν,k are normalization constants, Jν(ω) and Nν(ω) are the Bessel and Neu-
mann functions, respectively. Since we are interested in regular solutions inside AdS space,
we are going to disregard the Neumann solution. In this particular case, the solution for
φ(z, ~x, t) becomes:
φ(z, ~x, t) = Cν,k e
−iPµxµ z2 Jν(mν,k z), (15)
where mν,k are the masses of glueball states and k = 2, 3, ..., represents the radial excitations,
with k = 1 being the ground state. Since we are interested in calculating the masses of the
even spin glueballs JPC , with P = C = +1, without radial excitations, we will omit this
index k from now on.
The twist of an operator is the difference between its conformal dimension (∆) and its
spin (J). As discussed in [14] the pomeron is a twist two object, so that:
∆− J = 2. (16)
Now, we consider a spin J operator in the four-dimensional space, with conformal dimen-
sion ∆, denoted by O∆ and constructed in the following way [11, 19]:
O∆ ∼ SymTr(Fβα1Dα2 ...DαJ−1F βαJ ), (17)
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where “SymTr” means symmetrized trace and DαJ are the covariant derivatives. This
operator has twist two associated with the Pomeron and will be related to even spin J
glueball states.
From the AdS5/CFT4 dictionary, one has for the five dimensional mass M5 of a symmetric
second-rank tensor field [16, 20, 21]:
(M5R)
2 = ∆(∆− 4) = J2 − 4, (18)
where we used the twist two condition (16). One can note that this relation also holds for
scalar fields [3, 4].
Using the above mass relationship in (13), we obtain that the order of the Bessel function
in (15) is given by
ν = J . (19)
Imposing boundary conditions on the wave functions given by eq. (15), we find for the
Dirichlet case
mν =
λν
zmax
; Jν(λν) = 0, (20)
and for the Neumann case
(2− ν)Jν(γν) + γνJν−1(γν) = 0, (21)
where
mν =
γν
zmax
. (22)
In order to calculate the glueball masses, we have to choose zmax. A natural choice is to
associate zmax with the mass of some glueball state, usually the lightest state.
In the works [13], the scalar glueball state 0++ mass was used as an input, and [17],
the vector glueball state 1−− mass was used as an input. Here we are going to use the
tensor glueball state 2++ mass as an input, once in this paper we are dealing with a massive
symmetric second rank tensorial field. Then, from the lattice [22], we find for Dirichlet
boundary conditions
zDmax = 2.389 GeV
−1, (23)
and for Neumann boundary conditions
zNmax = 1.782 GeV
−1. (24)
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In the next section, we will use these values of zmax to calculate the other even spin
glueball state masses with JPC , P = C = +1 and we will present our results for the masses
for both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions. Furthermore, we will obtain the
Regge trajectories for the Pomeron in both cases.
III. POMERON REGGE TRAJECTORY AND RESULTS
In the pre-QCD age hadron-hadron scattering processes at high energy, such as, 1 + 2→
3 + 4, were treated using S-matrix approach. Due to its properties, i.e., Lorentz invariant,
unitarity and analyticity (regarded as complex variables), emerged in this scenario the Regge
theory to deal with those hadronic processes. Within this theory, the scattering amplitude
can be written as a partial wave expansion, so that:
A(s, t) =
∞∑
`=0
(2`+ 1)a`(s)P`
(
1 +
2s
t− 4m2
)
, (25)
where s and t are the Mandelstam variables related as center-of-mass energy and obey
s + t + u =
∑4
i=1m
2
i . The functions a`(s) are the partial wave amplitudes. P`(t, s) are the
Legendre polynomials of degree ` and in this case, all hadrons have the same mass, so that
mi = m.
Within the Regge limit, that means, s→∞ with fixed t, A(s, t) can be read as:
A(s, t) ∼ f`(t)s`. (26)
Assuming that f`(t) has a singularity structure given by
f`(t) =
γ(t)
`− αR(t) , (27)
where γ(t) carries all the information about incoming and outgoing particles and that it
does not depends on s.
These singularities or poles in the partial wave t-channel of the scattering process are
known as Regge poles or reggeons.
The function αR(t) has the following form:
αR(t) = αR(0) + α
′
Rt, (28)
known as the reggeon or Regge trajectory with αR(0) and α
′
R constants.
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Also within Regge theory one can relate the spin J and mass m, for particles with same
quantum numbers, such as J = αR(t) and m
2 = t. Now one can rewrite the Regge trajectory
as:
J(m2) = α0 + α
′m2. (29)
For our purposes, we are interested in the reggeon with intercept α0 ≈ 1, called pomeron.
In the Chew-Frautschi plane, even spin glueball states lie on the pomeron Regge trajectory.
The widely accepted Regge trajectory related to the pomeron is the so-called soft Pomeron
which is presented by Donnachie and Landshoff in [23, 24] and has trajectory of the form:
J(m2) ≈ 1.08 + 0.25m2. (30)
After this brief discussion about the pomeron, in this section, we will present our results
for the masses of the even spin glueball states for both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary
conditions. From these masses we will build the Regge trajectories for the pomeron.
In table I, we show the results for the masses of glueball states JPC , with P = C = +1 and
even J from the hardwall model using Dirichlet boundary condition and twist two operator.
The 2++ state mass is taken as an input from lattice [22]. These masses are comparable with
lattice results [22, 25–30] and with other approaches using the AdS/QCD models [13, 31–33].
JPC Mass (GeV)
2++ 2.150
4++ 3.176
6++ 4.159
8++ 5.117
10++ 6.059
Table I: Glueball states JPC , P = C = +1, using Dirichlet boundary condition from eq. (20) and
zDmax = 2.389 GeV
−1. The mass of 2++ is an input from the lattice [22].
From the glueball states 2++, 4++, 6++, 8++ and 10++ in Table I and using a computa-
tional linear regression method, which gives us the uncertainties related to the slope (α′) and
intercept (α0) parameters, one gets the corresponding approximate linear Regge trajectory:
J(m2) = (1.34± 0.39) + (0.25± 0.01)m2. (31)
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This Regge trajectory is in agreement with the one given by (30) for the pomeron. The
errors appearing in this equation come from linear regression fit.
In figure 1, we present the Chew-Frautschi plot J ×m2 with the masses of glueball states
from table I and also show the linear Regge trajectory given by eq. (31) related to the
pomeron.
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Figure 1: Glueball masses (dots) from table I, using Dirichlet boundary condition. We also plot
an approximate linear Regge trajectory, corresponding to Eq.(31) representing the pomeron.
For another set of glueball states, in Table I, for exemple, 2++, 4++ and 6++, one can
find the following approximate linear Regge trajectory, given by:
J(m2) = (0.65± 0.30) + (0.31± 0.02)m2. (32)
This Regge trajectory is not in agreement with the one given by (30) for the pomeron taking
into account the uncertainties given by the linear regression method.
In table II, we show the results for the masses of glueball states JPC , with P = C = +1
and even J from the hardwall model using Neumann boundary condition and twist two
operator. The 2++ state mass is taken as an input from lattice [22]. These masses are also
comparable with lattice results [22, 25–30] and with other approaches using the AdS/QCD
models [13, 31–33].
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JPC Mass (GeV)
2++ 2.150
4++ 3.356
6++ 4.546
8++ 5.725
10++ 6.899
Table II: Glueball states JPC , P = C = +1, using Neumann boundary condition from eq. (21)
and zNmax = 1.782 GeV
−1. The mass of 2++ is an input from the lattice [22].
For the complete set of states found in Table II, i. e., 2++, 4++, 6++, 8++ and 10++, we
find the approximate linear Regge trajectory:
J(m2) = (1.74± 0.44) + (0.18± 0.01)m2. (33)
where we used a computational linear regression method, which gives us the uncertainties
related to the slope (α′) and intercept (α0) parameters. Once again, taking into account
these uncertainties, this Regge trajectory has a poor agreement with the pomeron one given
by (30).
Now, for example, using the glueball states 2++, 4++ and 6++ in Table II one gets the
corresponding approximate linear Regge trajectory:
J(m2) = (0.99± 0.34) + (0.25± 0.02)m2. (34)
This Regge trajectory is in good agreement with the one given by (30) for the pomeron.
The errors appearing in this equation come from linear regression fit.
In figure 2, we present the Chew-Frautschi plot J ×m2 with the masses of glueball states
from table II using only the states 2++, 4++, and 6++ and also show the linear Regge
trajectory given by eq. (34) related to the pomeron.
Note that in order to obtain the trajectory for the pomeron, we are looking for the best
linear fit of the glueball states. Due to this, the number of states used in both boundary
conditions are not the same.
It is worthy to say some words about the important case of the scalar glueball state 0++
and its radial excitations. As the 0++ state is associated with the operator TrF 2 which
corresponds to a twist four operator [3], we did not compute this state and its excitations
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Figure 2: Glueball masses (dots) of the states 2++, 4++, and 6++ from table II, using Neumann
boundary condition. We also plot an approximate linear Regge trajectory, corresponding to Eq.(34)
representing the pomeron.
in this work since we are dealing only with the twist two operator. Furthermore, it is still
inconclusive whether the scalar glueball state contribute, or not, to the pomeron Regge
trajectory. However there are some works in holography that dealt with the scalar glueball
and its radial excitations, for instance, within hardwall approach [8, 10], and within the
softwall approach [31, 34–37]. In some of these works, the authors construct explicitly the
Regge trajectory for the 0++ state and its radial excitations.
IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have computed the masses of even spin glueball states JPC , P = C =
+1, and obtained the Pomeron Regge trajectory using an AdS/QCD model known as the
hardwall with twist two operators, starting with massive symmetric second rank tensorial
field. The masses obtained are comparable with lattice results [22, 25–30] and also with
other holographic models [13, 31–33]. Our results for the Regge trajectories for the pomeron
using Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are in agreement with experimental data
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[23, 24].
Note that in this approach with twist two operators, if one tries to include the scalar
glueball state in this description it would have conformal dimension ∆ = 2 which is in
disagreement with AdS/CFT correspondence [2–4]. Also, according to lattice studies the
scalar glueball should not belong to the pomeron trajectory [22, 25].
One can also note that the outcome of the hardwall model with Neumann b.c. produce a
Regge trajectory in better agreement with the literature than the Dirichlet b.c. as one can
see comparing eqs. (34) and (31) with (30). This is also in agreement with the behavior
which was originally found in ref. [13] for which the Neumann b.c. gives better results than
for Dirichlet b.c.
The comparison of the Regge trajectories obtained here for the Neumann b.c. and Dirich-
let b.c. with the results from the softwall model [32, 33] also seems to favor the Neumann
b.c.
Another important difference between our results for Neumann and Dirichlet b.c. lies on
the fact that the Regge trajectory built with Neumann b.c. includes only the states 2++,
4++, and 6++ while the one for Dirichlet b.c. includes also the states 8++ and 10++. Then,
we conclude that the Neumann b.c. gives a simpler formulation of the Regge trajectory than
the one with Dirichlet b.c., since it was not possible to obtain a reasonable Regge trajectory
using Dirichlet b.c. with just the three lighter states.
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